Build an awesome creation, play with it, and then build another! Make a car, helicopter, windmill and more! Action-Stackers™ let you build whatever you want, however you want! Build up, out, around, and make it all move!

How do the pieces work? They’re Tall-Stackers™ pegs to the max!

Stack the pegs and put them in the pegboard, but also add the new connectors and wheels for a bigger experience!

Contents
40 Tall-Stackers™ Pegs, 4 Wheels, 2 Hexagon Connectors, 15 Square Connectors, 8” Square Lauri® Crepe Rubber Pegboard with 49 Holes
**Imagination**
- Once your child has built a structure using pegs and tower mats on the large pegboard base, talk about what it represents.
- Is it a car? What kind is it? Who would drive it?
- Is it a school? What is the favorite class taught there?

**Patterning**
- Make a repeating pattern on one level, with room to add to it. Ask your child to continue the pattern to complete the row. For example, a row of pegs that follow this pattern: red, blue, yellow, red, blue, yellow. They will add a red, blue, yellow and red peg.
- Next, make a vertical pattern. Stack green, orange, green, orange pegs. Ask your child to continue the pattern.
- Take turns making patterns and challenging one another to add to them correctly.

**Early Math**
- Use the large crepe rubber pegboard to demonstrate whatever math problems are appropriate for your child’s age.
- If your child is finding math challenging, doing math in a concrete way, with pegs placed in pegboard, can be the reinforcement they need. For example, 2 pegs + 3 pegs = how many pegs?

Note: Pegs may be tight during first use. Simply twist the pegs to help when stacking or removing them from pegboard or other pegs.

Product Care: *Lauri* crepe rubber is bright, durable, soft, latex-free and washable. Simply clean the pegboard with soap and water.

---

**Action-Stackers work with all other Lauri® Tall-Stackers™ and Mighty Monkey® peg sets! Check out the full Lauri line of products and add to the fun!**

---

We want to hear about how much fun you had! Contact us at:
Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy, Beloit, WI 53511
playmonster@playmonster.com | 1-800-524-4263.

For more fun, visit playmonster.com.
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